
the test of time, making this volume a standard work for anyone interested in anthropology, a work of refer-
ence that also offers the most complete history of certain strands of the discipline to date. Yet this encyclo-
pedic drive has some peculiarities that might come across as shortcomings to a more epistemologically in-
clined readership. The absolute linearity of this historical account is based on the assumption that
knowledge develops without ruptures, that paradigms shift with the accumulation of new arguments and
information on questions like inheritance, descent, andmorphology. Hoßfeld presents the history of the dis-
cipline by parading its great men through the course of the book—even though, as he shows in two lengthy
chapters, their work contributed to the implementation of a grueling ideology that used anthropological
findings as scientific justification for the mass murder of some of the most vulnerable members of society.

But anthropology’s built-in racism and its ties to neighboring disciplines (e.g., ethnography) are hardly
touched on, not to mention all the ways in which anthropology was enmeshed in culture, especially during
its “hot phase” in the first decades of the reception of Darwinism. Hoßfeld’s book offers numerous illustra-
tions, stemming from scientific journals and popular publications, but never do they rise above the level of
mere evidence of a historical instance. Die Geschichte der biologischen Anthropologie in Deutschland is of
course not a work by an art historian, but the lack of interest in mediality or the methods of pictoral repre-
sentation shown in all these fascinating illustrations poses questions regarding the possible impact of a his-
torical study free from any theoretical metareflection on its ownmethods. Anthropology is and will remain a
privileged topic for pondering science as a cultural rather than “just” a scientific discipline, meaning that its
relevance depends like that of no other discipline on the cultural reception of its findings. Still: further re-
search on these matters will always have to return to Hoßfeld’s comprehensive study.
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Gisela Parak. Photographs of Environmental Phenomena: Scientific Images in the Wake of
Environmental Awareness, USA 1860s–1970s. 256 pp., figs., bibl. Bielefeld: Transcript
Verlag, 2016. $45 (paper).

In this volumeGisela Parak examines mostly outdoor photographs taken under institutional auspices within
the United States across the long century preceding the Carter Administration. She is centrally concerned
with images that fall outside what she thinks of as the self-consciously “artistic” genres of landscape and na-
ture photography, and she is at some pains precisely to specify her category of analysis, which is the titular
“photographs of environmental phenomena.”Here is her definition: “I define photographs of environmen-
tal phenomena as those produced in order to research in an investigative manner ‘nature’ and ‘landscape’
from the perspective of economic, infrastructure-related, and critical-environmental perspectives” (p. 12).
Under this rubric she wishes to hold together, inter alia, topographical survey photographs from the second
half of the nineteenth century, documentary images of the Dust Bowl produced by federal agencies in the
interwar period, and EPA-commissioned representations of pollution from the early 1970s. Parak under-
stands all of these diverse images to entangle science and politics, and all of them contribute, in her view,
to an emerging “understanding” of the environment in the United States. “Understanding” here spans both
the technical command of geophysical/biological processes and the popular appreciation/awareness of the
milieu (particularly its fragility or vulnerability). Which is to say, Parak is interested both in knowledge pro-
duction and in its public dissemination/reception. Here is her central contention: “photographic images of
environmental phenomena . . . played a decisive role within the mechanisms of the state and the US gov-
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ernment, as well as within the authorities responsible for soil science, agriculture, and environmental pro-
tection” (p. 223). “Decisive” is a strong word, and it is not clear that the substantive portions of this study
wholly support so forceful a conclusion. But Parakmakes clear that such photographs were important inmany
ways, including “in the process of communicating and legitimating knowledge, as well as the empirical eval-
uation and charting of land and natural resources” (p. 223). The book covers an ambitiously broad temporal
range and has been written out of original archival research in theNational Archives, the Library of Congress,
and elsewhere. It would appear that Parak’s native language isGerman, and she thanks a translator for work on
the introduction and the conclusion, which seem originally to have been written in that language.

Photographs of Environmental Phenomena is not an especially strong work. Historians of science will not
be satisfied by the grasp of their field on display here (e.g., “After Charles Darwin, Alexander von Humboldt
serves as the secondmost significant figure for nineteenth-century science” [p. 22]). And though Parak’s own
definition of “photographs of environmental phenomena” (a category that turns out to be awkwardly distin-
guished from landscape imagery, social realist documentary, and a variety of other adjacencies) hinges on
the notions of research and investigation, there is essentially no serious engagement with knowledge produc-
tion as such in this book. So, while the reader encounters a number of sentences like “By the mid-1930s,
individual photographic studies became a crucial component of research that prompted new insights into
soil conservation” (p. 111), one does not ever get to read a detailed examination of the way that a given pho-
tograph or set of photographs actually yielded new knowledge in the sciences of the earth or life. Terms like
“accuracy,” “precision,” and “objectiveness” are used without notable sensitivity to their contingency and
historicity. At the same time, phrases like “visual episteme” and “epistemic evidence” also appear, but absent
is the careful analytic work that might make them feel entirely warranted. Lorraine Daston and Peter
Galison’s Objectivity (Zone, 2007) is not cited (nor are any of either author’s other works, for that matter),
and its mode of inquiry—into similar source material—is missed. Readers of Robin Kelsey’s Archive Style
(California, 2007) (which is cited, but in passing) will be reminded that a much more sophisticated analysis
of nineteenth-century survey photographs is possible.

Moments of imprecision, at least discursive and perhaps conceptual, compromise Parak’s text. For in-
stance, on page 136, concluding a chapter: “Thus, by seeking a common conservational conscience, the no-
tion and intention of documenting or illustrating the work of federal agencies and their programs does not give
enough credit to photography’s influence in actively and persuasively mediating a new understanding of na-
ture.” Such tangles might have received closer editorial attention. And in general, it is difficult to feel that
Parak was well served by her press: a conspicuous typographical error interferes with the sense of the first sen-
tence of thefinal chapter; the bibliography and footnotes are configured in nonstandard ways; the chapters are
not numbered; and while this is a book about photographs, the quality of the reproductions is low.

Nevertheless, almost any reader will learn things from this study, and the general problems Parak engages
are of great importance. In our own time, photographic images of environmental phenomena are at the cen-
ter of globally urgent political controversies. Continued work with the historical material surveyed in this
book will be relevant to any assessment of the current media mechanisms that inform collective understand-
ing of the earth and its ecological dynamics. In addition, Parak offers thoughtful and, to a degree, revisionist
observations on the “Gospel of Efficiency” rhetoric of the NewDeal and on James C. Scott’s critique of high
modernist statecraft. A number of her archival finds are memorable, and young scholars interested in this
area would do well to follow up on her notes in order to delve further into the resources she cites.
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